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ABSTRACT 

 

 Cryptography is used for secure communication. It is a practice or study of techniques 

for secure communication without interpretation of third party. Modern cryptography use 

mathematical theory and computer science techniques to implement cryptography algorithms. 

We implement these algorithms for secure systems. In the digital era we share our 

confidential information over the internet that is not so secure because of third party in 

between sender and receiver so to achieve high confidentiality and integrity we use 

cryptography techniques to make the communication more secure over the internet. In this 

paper we discuss these cryptographic technique implementations and their weakness. We will 

describe some real example of cryptography where security implementation fails and give 

birth to cryptography flaws and unsecure communication.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Main objective of cryptography is to provide confidentiality and integrity to the sensitive data. 

And this can be achieved by cryptography functions or services. These functions are [1] 

 Authentication 

 Non-Repudiation 

 Confidentiality 

 Integrity 

Authentication is used for user verification that identifies that you are right person for 

communication or not. First step for communication is to check your identity about whether 

you are a permissible user or not. For example if we withdraw some money from ATM then it 

asks you about your identity that can be a password or pin code. Once it verifies the correct 

identity only then you can access the ATM services. 

Non-repudiation is a way for guarantee that a sender cannot deny that he send a message to 

the receiver and vice versa. To achieve non-repudiation we use digital signatures and message 

transfer agents. 
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Confidentiality is the main purpose of cryptography that describes that data is not available 

for third party. If the data is confidential then it cannot be alter by intruder. This can be 

achieved by encryption techniques that can be either symmetric or asymmetric key 

encryption.   

Integrity means the protection of data from damage and alternation. Our purpose here is to 

protect the data against modification. We achieve integration of data using hash functions.  

 

CRYPTOGRAPHY ALGORITHMS 

Cryptographic algorithms are classified on the basis of keys that are used for encryption and 

decryption. These are [2] 

 Secret key cryptography: - We use single key both for encryption and decryption. Example 

of secret key cryptography are ECB (electronic code book), DEC (data encryption 

standard), triple DES, AES (advance encryption standard), CAST 128/256, IDEA, Blowfish 

and Twofish etc. 

 Public key cryptography: - Two different keys are used one for encryption and another for 

decryption. Examples are RSA, Diffie-Hellman, DSA, PKCS and KEA (key exchange 

algorithm) etc. 

 Hash functions: - In hash functions mathematical notations are used to calculate the hash 

values of a message without using any key. Example of hash functions are message digest 

(MD2/4/5), SHA1/2, Havel, Whirlpool and Tiger etc. 

 

 

SECURITY PITFALLS IN CRYPTOGRAPHY 

Developers spend many years to design and analyze their cryptographic systems. To maintain 

privacy they implement security algorithms, protocols and ensure confidentiality but still there 

exists some security pitfalls that are further used to broken the security algorithms. We tried 

many tricks or attacks to break the system again and again. These attacks are mainly on 

cryptographic designs, implementations, hardware, trust models, users and failure recovery [3]. 

 Attack on cryptography design- We can design a security system as much as strong like 

digital signatures, encryption algorithms and one-way hash functions. By breaking any one 

we can weak the structure of the system. According to Schneier in his project he described 

that if a random number generator produce weak keys then the system become easier to 

break. In another project he described that if we use same key for the interaction between 

secure cryptographic protocols then it became easy to break the keys on the same device. 

 Attack on implementation- Many of cryptographic systems fail because of poor 

implementations. Here we describe some of the examples that show how the cryptographic 

systems fail to provide security. For example during system crash we use temporary files to 

protect the data which results into lying the plaintext on the hard drive and it became easy 

for third party to stolen that confidential information. In some of the cases operating system 

leave the keys on the hard drive even when we close the system that is an example of 

breaking the system using user interface. 
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Sometimes we use two keys i.e. strong and weak keys to encrypt the same data. While other 

systems use master keys and one time sessions keys. Using this approach some systems 

implements poor protection mechanism for master keys. We rely on the session key that 

create big flaw in the system implementation because the systems access the data using 

session key implementations. Old keys usage on the systems also breach the security so if 

cryptographic system design based on the short term key approach that could be a secure 

system. 

 Attacks on hardware- Some systems like commerce system depend on tamper-resistant 

hardware platforms for security: smart cards, dongles, electronic wallets etc. These systems 

take care about the public terminals and try that these terminals never goes into wrong 

person hands so that hardware security can be maintained. So when these systems are 

designed we also need to build complementary security in case temper resistance fails. The 

“timing attack” in 1995 [3] made a big press cause because RSA private keys could be 

recovered by measuring relative time cryptographic operations. This is a success attack 

against smart cards and other security tokens. These attacks on the systems includes the 

measurement of power consumption, radiation emissions and other side channels and 

implement them against symmetric algorithms and public key in secure tokens. These 

tokens are used to introduce faults in the cryptographic processors for determining the 

secret keys. Results from this kind of attacks can be very dangerous.  

 Attacks on trust models- Many attacks are against the trust model of the system in which 

we focus that who or what are trusted in a system in what way and up to what extent. For 

example some systems like hard-drive encryption programs or telephone privacy products 

have simple trust model while electronic commerce and e-mail security programs have 

complex trust models. Email use unbreakable cryptography techniques for messages, but 

unless the keys are certified by a trusted source, the system is still vulnerable. Some of the 

commerce systems can be broken by customers for illegal purpose. In case if a trusted 

model is not documented then an engineer can unknowingly change it in the product 

development and compromise security. Some system programs can be broken by Trojan 

horse software that reads plaintexts, stole passwords or breach the security measures. 

Systems that are working on the internet are also not safe or insecure. For security purpose 

these systems designed with one trust model in mind and implemented with another. 

 Attack on users- Users sometime responsible for subvert their own security. The classic 

example of this attack is that when someone gives his password to his co-worker for fixing 

a problem. Sometimes they use their credit cards on unsecure systems and don’t check their 

signatures that results into insecure their accounts. 

 Attack on recovery failure- In small systems, recovering the key to one file cannot allow 

attackers to read every file on the hard disk. In multiuser system knowing one person’s 

secrets should not compromise with others. If the system is not working properly or in 

insecure mode some users shut down their systems. Even sometimes it is possible to mount 

a “version rollback attack” against a system to fix a security problem. Other system does 

not have ability to recover from disaster. For electronic commerce systems millions of user 

uses the system that can be damaging. Such systems have their plans to respond the attacks 

and upgrade the system without shut down them. But once the security breaches it become 

difficult recover the systems. Good systems always ready to handle these breaches and 

recover from the attack. 
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REAL TIME IMPLEMENTATIONS IN CRYPTOGRAPHY AND THEIR 

WEAKNESSES 
 

In this section we discuss about the real time examples which have vulnerabilities in their 

implementations. These examples includes are like WEP security issues, Disk encryption, 

MS-PPTP and VPN flaws during communication. These examples follow the concept of 

cryptography and because of poor implementations these are no longer secure. These 

protocols include wireless security, system security by using encryption and decryption 

techniques of cryptography. 

 WEP (Wired Equivalent Privacy) 

 WEP is a wireless security protocol that is defined in 802.11b standard. This protocol is 

mainly designed and implemented for securing the wireless LAN. As we know that WLAN 

have no such physical structure and operated over radio waves so it became easy to temper 

the network. So main function of WEP is to encrypt the data over the radio waves so that data 

can be protected from the outside users. WEP is operated on the data link and physical layers 

to provide end to end security. It also provide services of authentication and access control to 

protect the network. 

WEP Implementation- WEP algorithm is used to provide the authentication and encryption of 

data on the network. WEP 802.11 and WEP 202.11b both standards are used for secure 

communication and both follow same WEP algorithm in their implementations. Major 

difference in these standards is that WEP802.11b provide more security then 802.11and 

supports high data rates [4]. 

WEP work on the secret key k concept that is shared between the base station and mobile 

station. This key is used to encrypt the data and also provide integrity check. WEP algorithm 

uses three steps for its implementation [5] 

1. Check summing 

2. Encryption 

3. Transmission 

In the first step we calculate the integrity checksum c(M) on the message (M) and then combine 

the message with checksum value and we obtained Plain text P that is further used for second 

step. 

c(M)= checksum of the message, M= Message  and P=<M,c(M)> 

This step is implemented without the secret (k) key. 

In the Encryption step WEP use RC4 algorithm to encrypt the plain text P and we choose 

initialization vector (IV) v. RC4 generate a long sequence of pseudorandom bytes called 

keystream. Keystream is a function of v and k and denoted as RC4 (v, k) then we do XOR 

with the plain text and obtain cipher test. Notation is like 
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C=P (X-OR) RC4 (v, k) 

In the last step transmission of the data takes place where we transmit IV and the Cipher text 

C. 

The encrypted WEP frame is like 

Message CRC 

 (Plain text)  

XOR with 

Now we transmit the data (IV + Cipher Text) 

 

By using the reverse process receiver can easily get the message and also check the checksum 

value for message integrity. This mode of operation enhance vulnerable to attacks on the data. 

We use 40 bit key that is a problem because of this brute force attack became easy on the data. 

Some use 128 bit key that also not so secure because real implementation is only on 104 bits 

with same IV size. 

Flaws in WEP- If intruder try to temper the bit in C then during decryption corresponding bit 

in P will be reflect tempered and also if intruder intercepts two Cipher text and encrypt with 

the same key stream then it is possible to obtain the XOR of two plain texts. In this case 

statistical attack can enable the recovering of plain text. Improvement in this attack can be 

done by using IV that is used to augment the shared key and produce different RC4 key for 

each packet. However WEP does not implement this and results into poor security.  

Second flaw is that if we use improper IV management then keystream reuse is a problem. 

Secret key k is constant, reuse of IV always cause of RC4 keystream. IV is public so to obtain 

a duplicate key is easy for intruders. Such type of IV reuse called “collision”. So WEP does 

not say anything about that how to choose IV and results into poor implementation. Its good 

example is on PCMCIA cards that set the IV 0 and increment the value of IV when packet is 

transferred.  

WEP has architectural flaws that describe WEP implementations to keystream reuse. IV field 

is 24 bits wide in WEP and reused for many messages in [5] it describes that  a back-of-the-

envelope calculation shows that a busy access point sending 1500 byte packets and achieving 

an average 5Mbps bandwidth (the full transmission rate is 11Mbps) will exhaust the available 

space in less than half a day. Even for less busy installations, a patient attacker can readily 

find duplicates. Because the IV length is fixed at 24 bits in the standard, this vulnerability is 

fundamental: no compliant implementation can avoid it. 

Table based attack on WEP- This small size of IV allows an attacker to build decryption table. 

He can compute the RC4 key stream by the IV used and over time he can prepare IV table 

Keystream=RC4(v,k) 

IV Cipher Text 
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with corresponding key stream and it became easy for intruder to decrypt the messages over 

wireless network. Such kind of attacks called table attacks on WEP. So small size of IV is a 

big flaw in WEP security. 

In this flaw we talk about the message authentication [5] – as we know that checksum is used 

for message authentication that is implemented using CRC32 checksum concept. This in not 

secure against malicious attacks. In this vulnerability is that message payload can be 

encrypted by using stream cipher.  

Implementation shows that how it fails in authentication is depend on the checksum 

properties.  

Property 1- WEP checksum is a linear function of message. 

Property 2- WEP checksum in unkeyed function of message. 

Property 3- It is possible to reuse old IV values without triggering alarm at receiver side.  

In property 1 we know that checksum is distributed over XOR operation for ex. 

  for all values of x and y. 

In the previous work of Nikita Borisov [5] they assume C corresponding to message M so that  

and claimed that it is possible to find C’ that decrypt to M’ where M’= and  be chosen 

arbitrary by attacker. C’ can be obtained by 

 

 

  In this checksum we can see that checksum is linear so that. 

 

This attack can be applied without knowledge of message: attacker only need to know about 

the cipher text and arbitrary difference in order to calculate C’.  So modification into a 

message can be done using this property hence results into method authentication flaw. Other 

properties can be applied as message injection which breach the security in WEP message 

authentication and can also be used as IP redirection attack. 

Dictionary attack can be applied on WEP when keys are derived from passwords. 
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So in the conclusion on WEP security issues we can say that authentication, IV reuse, RC4 

weakness, CRC32,Dos attack are the major flaws because of poor implementation. Because of 

these issues WEP can be cracked very easily. Key is short so brute force attack attacks are 

easy to break WEP and the length of IV is 24 bit so there are 2^24 total combination that 

would not take much time to break the security. In Erik Tews [6] research work they state that 

104 bit key in WEP can be easily broken down within 60 seconds. 

 Flaws in MS-PPTP 

 Point to point tunneling protocol is used to secure the point to point connection over TCP/IP 

links. Purpose of this protocol is to provide security and remote access as VPN products. 

TCP/IP connection is used for initiating and managing a second GRE tunnel with the same 

peer. In Microsoft implementation [7] PPP traffic is authenticated with PAP, CHAP, MS-

CHAP protocols. MPPE (Microsoft point to point encryption) is used for encrypting the PPP 

payload. In this protocol session key is used for security but this key establishment in MPPE 

and PPP authentication is cryptographically broken and its use is no longer suggested by 

Microsoft cooperation. Other vulnerabilities in this protocol are [7] 

 MSCHAP -v1 is insecure because we can extract NT password hashes from a capture 

MSCHAP-v1 exchange.  

 When using MSCHAP v1, MPPE use same RC4 session key for encryption both at 

sender and receiver side during communication. 

 Dictionary attack is easy on CCRP (captured challenge response packets) in MSCHAP 

v2. 

 Bit flipping attack is easy because of RC4 implementation in MPPE. 

Explanation- In [8] it is found that encryption using 40 bit and 120 bit is weak and offer attack 

against encryption. Those people who use MSPPTP, Denial of service attack is easily done by 

abusing PPTP negotiation through firewall. PPTP does not use any specific algorithm but 

negotiate and relies with CCP, CHAP and other PPP extensions.  PPTP works by 

encapsulating VPN packets inside PPP packets and then encapsulates them into GRE 

(generating routing encapsulation) packets and send over IP protocol that travels from client 

to PPTP server. PPTP use TCP port 1723 for control session and only run under Microsoft 

window server. Microsoft implementation in this protocol supports three functions that are 

clear password, hashed password and challenge/response. Mainly Challenge/response 

function is used for PPTP packet encryptions that use MSCHAP protocol.  For authentication 

PPTP use two way of hash functions to achieve this type of security one is LAN manager 

hash and d window NT hash. LAN manager hash is based on DES encryption algorithm and 

window NT hash based on MD4 one way hash function for providing authentication.  LAN 

based hash authentication is not so stronger because of poor implementation. Its hash is 

calculated as described below 

First we turn the password into 14 character string, we can do padding or truncate the longer 

password and for shorter passwords we can append null values for making it 14 characters 

long. Then in the next step we convert lowercase letters to uppercase and keep unchanged the 

non-alphanumeric and numbers. 
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In third step divide the 14 byte string into two 7 bytes string. Then by using 7 byte string as a 

DES key and encrypt a fixed constant with every key which yield to 8 byte encrypted string. 

And finally we add these 8 byte strings to make a 16 byte hash value. 

The disadvantage for this algorithm is that we can break this password by using dictionary 

attacks because people can easily guess the passwords to break it. Another is that if we 

convert the characters into upper case then it makes possible password smaller than their size. 

Two users with same passwords have same hash values so it’s easy to precompute dictionary 

of hash values. Passwords longer than 7 byte are also not stronger because 7 byte strings are 

hashed independently so we can apply brute force easily to break the authentication. 

For window NT hash we first convert the 14 characters into Unicode and then we apply MD4 

for getting 16 byte hash value. So in this we compute hash value for 16 byte hash once to 

provide security. This algorithm is better than the LAN manager hash password. But flaw in 

this implementation is that if two people have same password then their hash values are equal 

which again provide precomputable dictionary of hash values and with this attack is possible 

on window NT hash passwords. 

Another flaw arises because of MS-CHAP protocol reason is that its implementation is like 

the authentication method that it uses for client authentication on the window based networks. 

Implementation of MS-CHAP Protocol- 

1. Client request for login challenge. 

2. Server send eight byte random challenge 

3. Then client calculate LAN manager hash values and also add five null values to make it 

21 byte length string. Then divide it into three seven byte strings and each key is used to 

encrypt challenge and create 24 byte encrypted value and send back to the server. 

4. Server then compares this hash value with the stored values in the database and if match 

found provide authentication to the user. 

In this implementation use of random login challenge makes precomputed dictionary attack 

on MS-CHAP because 21 byte string is divided into three 7 bytes and hashed independently. 

The last hash values are 8 byte long, while LAN manager use 7 byte hash value so by using a 

constant he can find out the 7 bytes hash and it became easy to recover window NT hash. This 

type of attack is possible with judicious use of precomputation [8].  

Using this protocol only client is authenticated if once hacker hijack a connection then he can 

masquerade the server. Even if encryption is enabled he cannot interrupt the connection 

without break it but by using old hash values he can get two session of cipher text which are 

encrypted with same key. 

RC4 is an output feedback mode cipher [8] so it’s trivial to break the encryption of cipher text 

from two sessions. That is also a problem in the MPPE implementation. 
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Other attack on this protocol includes:- 

 Passive monitoring 

 Spoofing PPP negotiations 

 Server denial of service and control channel 

Passive monitoring- Large amount of information can be gathered on the net by watching PPTP 

sessions. By querying PPTP_START_SESSION_REQUEST packets an attacker can find out 

about the Maximum channels that are using connection with the server. And can also find how 

many connections are closed and opened. By using eavesdropping and sniffer attacks on public 

communication he can find out many services from MS-PPTP server like client and server IP 

address, PPTP virtual channels, machine Netbios info, vendor details, internal virtual tunnel IP 

address and DNS server handed to client, client username, enough hash information to get the 

password, information regarding to get initialization value in MPPE and current packet 

encrypted values before client and server RC4 is re-initialized. Solution exists for handling all 

this is encrypting control channel but it is still not securely implemented. 

Spoofing PPP negotiations- This PPP negotiation packets took place before and after the 

encryption applied on the packets. Since resynchronization of keys is done by PPP CCP 

packets and this communication can never be encrypted in the same slot. And this conjoined 

factor [8] describe that there is no real authentication of the packets and the configuration stage 

is open for attacks. Spoofing and configuration packets have DNS server that used to resolve 

the names and all this took place through name server and these packets also have internal 

tunnel IP addresses which are used to circumvent state full packets firewall by forcing client to 

connect to external machines by using inside private network. 

Control channel and Server DoS:- control channel are accomplish via PPP negotiations or 

unused portion of GRE header. Even it’s very difficult to check the control channel without 

crashing the PPTP server. Most of the attacks are in to exploit theorized control channel 

problem that crashed the server before the attacks complete. Following are the sections that 

crack the window NT server 

First, cycling through PPTP CLEAR_CALL_REQUEST packets in an attempt to step through 

16 bit space for call ID’s.  Others are iterating through valid and non-valid values in the PPTP 

packet header and sending non values to the control header. All these packets are sending to the 

server from outside firewall without implementing any authentication programme.  So if a user 

can access the server from outside then an attacker can easily access these packets on the PPTP 

server.  This is an example of poor implementation in PPTP control channel to access the 

server.  

For breaking the LAN manager hash we can use password cracker program for example 

L0phtcrack that also take the knowledge from LAN hash and can even break the window NT 

hash [9].  To provide more security against password attacks in PPTP (MS-CHAP) we need to 

choose more secure passwords. 

 Weakness in secure cryptography hash functions 
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Cryptographic hash function is an algorithm that takes block of data as input and produces 

some fixed length bit stream of hash values. Any changes in the data will change the hash 

value. This hash value also called message digest. Properties of hash functions are [10] 

 It is easy to compute the hash value for any given message 

 It is infeasible to generate a message that has a given hash 

 It is infeasible to modify a message without changing the hash 

 It is infeasible to find two different messages with the same hash 

Hash functions are used for security purpose in cryptography they are used to produce digital 

signatures, message authentication codes and any other form of authentication. Commonly 

used hash functions for authentication are MD5 and SHA1, SHA2 (secure hash algorithm and 

message digest) and WHIRLPOOL etc. Here in this section we discuss the weakness about 

MD5 and SHA algorithm. These two algorithms verify the integrity of file and used for 

securing the passwords. MD5 takes an arbitrary input and produce 128 bit message digest of 

the input. SHA1 also work on the concept of message digest [11] but the difference is only 

change in the input and output length. Protocols on the SSL and TLS use both these 

algorithms to remove the vulnerabilities in their hash functions. To find a collision for hash by 

either MD5 or SHA1 an attacker could perform this with in a small amount of time.  

Rainbow tables are available freely on the internet that are used to find out the plaintext from 

hashes also reduce the time for attackers to find out the matching plaintexts. Rainbow tables 

are created by simulating the brute force attacks and used for password cracking. Average 

number of users uses alphanumeric characters for creating their passwords and this character 

set is used for creating rainbow tables.  Attackers also use brute force attacks and combine 

these character sets for making the rainbow table that will help them to find out sensitive 

information.  

 For MD5, collision can be broken down into 2^20.96 time that take a few seconds to 

compute (Xie and Feng) [12] the collision.  For SHA1 the complexity to break the collision is 

2^249 computation and took 2^16 * 10 words of memory. In the previous work by Sasaki, 

Wang, and Aoki [13] SHA2 is broken in 40 rounds by using preimage attack.  It takes 2^497 

SHA operation and 2^32 * 10 words of memory. Memory complexity can later be reduced 

using more rounds but results in [13].  Shows that SHA operations complexity increases. 

Weakness of  MD5 are described by JiXian Yang in his paper “The Weakness of MD5 and 

The MD6 Hash Function Proposal” that are based on the results of axioms of 32 bit shift and 

bit difference attack for MD5 and MD6. We choose initial values (IV0) and compute these 

values with bit difference (∆) on two 1024 bit messages to produce the message hashes. 

 Digital Signature vulnerability 

Digital signature is used to verify the integrity of message. Digital signature is generated 

using the private key of an asymmetric cryptography algorithm. We obtain digital signature 

from the original message by encrypting the hash digest using private key of a cryptographic 

algorithm. Any change in the message bit will reflect the hash value so this change in the hash 

means that integrity is lost. 
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How the digital signature works:- Let’s take a file letter.pdf on which we are going to apply 

signature. Following steps are used to perform the digital signature. 

First open the pdf file using signing software then software compute 160 bit digest of the pdf 

file. 

In the next step we send the file to smartcard which encrypt this file with RSA algorithm with 

user’s private key thus obtains the digital signature [14]. The software then receives the 

signature and creates a new file called letter.pdf.p7m that is a digital envelop that contains the 

original file letter. 

To verify that signature we open the envelop using verification software that compute 160 bit 

digest and compare it with the result obtain from step first describe above. This comparison 

describes whether digital signature is valid or not. Digital signature attacks- changing a file 

name does not affect the digital signature this type of attack can be done on bmp, tiff files i.e. 

mainly image files that are considered as secure files. for example if we put our signature on a 

confidential file and sent to smart card in order to generate the cryptographic message in 

PKCS#7 format with file name letter.pdf.p7m and the process of digital signature is verified. 

Now if an intruder changes the file name letter.pdf.p7m to letter.htm.p7m while Signature is 

verified on the basis of bit stream included in PKCS message. This change of file name does 

not affect the results attack succeeds. By opening that file in html file format he can easily 

change some of the bits in the message that does not effect on the signature digest and attack 

can easily be performed on the signed document. 

**in fact file content can easily be changed by the known person of the authorized member 

during the digital signature process on the document as described in Francesco Buccafurri 

previous work in [14]. This is the vulnerability in digital signing for a confidential document. 

Prevention for this is that include document file into PKCS#7 cryptography message and 

encode it into PKCS#9 compliant attributes that are signed with the content of the document. 

Doing this modification of the document extension can be detected during verification process 

and attack is disarmed.  

Other attacks that can be performed on digital signature are described by Florian Nentwich, 

EnginKirda and Christopher Kruegel [15] by mail forgery and session hijacking.   

 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

This paper mainly describes the weakness in the cryptographic protocols that are used for 

securing the information. Even breaking of these secure protocols take small amount of time 

because of weak implementations. Overall WEP is not so secure for wireless communication and 

need to change its use. Even for the security of digital signatures we need to improve the 

practical security of smart cards. For making PPTP more secure designer should focus on the 

complications of stream cipher use. To make the cryptographic techniques more secure 
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developers for future need to design more secure crypto algorithms. Preimage attacks on SHA 

algorithms family that may be improved more in future. So in the future we can improve security 

concerns in cryptography by implementing strong length initialization vector and also focus on 

the key lengths for encryption and decryption techniques.  
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